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Abstract 20 

This study examined the perceptual attunement of relatively skilled individuals to physical 21 

properties of striking implements in the sport of cricket.  We also sought to assess whether 22 

utilising bats of different physical properties influenced performance of a specific striking 23 

action: the front foot straight drive.  Eleven, skilled male cricketers (mean age = 16.6 ± 0.3 24 

years) from an elite school cricket development programme consented to participate in the 25 

study.  Whist blindfolded, participants wielded six bats exhibiting different mass and moment 26 

of inertia (MOI) characteristics and were asked to identify their three most preferred bats for 27 

hitting a ball to a maximum distance by performing a front foot straight drive (a common shot 28 

in cricket).  Next, participants actually attempted to hit balls projected from a ball machine 29 

using each of the six bat configurations to enable kinematic analysis of front foot straight 30 

drive performance with each implement.  Results revealed that, on first choice, the two bats 31 

with the smallest mass and MOI values (1 and 2) were most preferred by almost two-thirds 32 

(63.7%) of the participants.  Kinematic analysis of movement patterns revealed that bat 33 

velocity, step length and bat-ball contact position measures significantly differed between 34 

bats.  Data revealed how skilled youth cricketers were attuned to the different bat 35 

characteristics and harnessed movement system degeneracy to perform this complex 36 

interceptive action.   37 

38 
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Introduction 39 

The ability of humans to determine the utility of tools or objects for undertaking functional 40 

behaviours has been studied extensively through manipulating physical properties such as 41 

size, shape and weight, while constraining the visual information available (see Bingham, 42 

Schmidt, & Rosenblum, 1989; Carello, 2004; Solomon & Turvey, 1988; Turvey, Burton, 43 

Amazeen, Butwill, & Carello, 1998). These investigations are predicated on theoretical 44 

insights from ecological psychology on how humans detect information and perceive 45 

properties of the environment as affordances during goal-directed behaviour (Gibson, 1966, 46 

1979).  Gibson (1966) proposed the concept of dynamic touch to highlight the role of the 47 

haptic system when detecting information gained through object manipulation (Davids, 48 

Bennett, & Beak, 2002).  Dynamic touch refers to the detection of haptic information by the 49 

nervous system through mechanoreceptors when tendons, ligaments and muscles are 50 

contorted, extended or stressed.  Research has revealed that haptic information detected 51 

through grasping, wielding, hefting or swinging an implement can be utilised to perceive 52 

affordances (i.e. opportunities for action) of an implement in relation to functional task 53 

performance (Carello, 2004; Gibson, 1979; Hove, Riley, & Shockley, 2006; Turvey, 1996; 54 

Wagman & Carello, 2003).          55 

To understand the role of dynamic touch in perceiving affordances of implements, 56 

experimenters have occluded the vision of participants to negate the use of visual information 57 

in object selection (Amazeen & Turvey, 1996; Michaels, Weier, & Harrison, 2007). This 58 

methodological manipulation forces participants to rely on haptic information detected from 59 

wielding an implement to perceive its affordances for performing a designated action, rather 60 

than visually assessing length, shape and size characteristics. Physical or mechanical 61 

properties of an implement perceived during wielding include its mass and resistance to 62 

rotation, or moment of inertia (MOI) (Shockley, Carello, & Turvey, 2004; Wagman & 63 
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Carello, 2001).  Together these variables refer to how easily an implement can be moved 64 

from a resting state with regards to its overall mass and the distribution of that mass.  Hence 65 

the mass and MOI properties of an implement can influence how a person perceives it’s 66 

suitability for a particular task, such as hitting a ball, depending on interactions with personal 67 

constraints such as physical strength, limb length, previous experience and skill, as well as 68 

specific task goals (Newell, 1986).  In respect to the task of actually striking an object such as 69 

a ball, perceiving the location of the centre of percussion (COP) or ‘sweet spot’ of an 70 

implement is also influential in perceiving it’s suitability for an interceptive action (Carello, 71 

Thuot, Anderson, & Turvey, 1999; Fisher, Vogwell, & Ansell, 2006).  The COP refers to the 72 

point of impact on a bat that results in minimal vibration through the hand(s) holding the bat, 73 

which can also be detected from the haptic information about the distribution of mass and 74 

length of the bat, gained through wielding prior to striking a ball (Carello, Thuot, & Turvey, 75 

2000).        76 

In order to select a tool or implement that offers affordances for completing a specific task 77 

participants must exhibit perceptual attunement to the physical properties of the tool, which 78 

make it suitable for the task.  Perceptual attunement refers to an individual’s learned ability to 79 

detect key information for a given task that has the potential to influence emergent decision 80 

making behaviours (Araújo, Davids, & Hristovski, 2006; Fajen, Riley, & Turvey, 2009; 81 

Weast, Shockley, & Riley, 2011).  Expert or skilled performers in sport are deemed to display 82 

attunement to specific perceptual variables relating to a task because of extensive amounts of 83 

specific task experience and practice (Smith, Flach, Dittman, & Stanard, 2001).  For example,  84 

hockey players studied by Hove et al. (2006) perceived the affordances of hockey sticks for 85 

power and precision tasks differently to participants who were not hockey players.  These 86 

findings suggested that, when wielding hockey sticks with novel physical properties, skilled 87 

hockey players revealed that they were attuned to different, more functionally-specific 88 
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information compared with a sample of less skilled hockey players.  Despite these studies of 89 

perceptual attunement there have been few attempts to examine performance of specific 90 

actions with implements selected on the basis of haptic information.  91 

Individuals who display perceptual attunement to key informational variables have the ability 92 

to flexibly adapt their behaviours when dynamic performance circumstances are changed or 93 

the constraints of a task are manipulated (Fajen, et al., 2009).  In other words, skilled or 94 

attuned performers find novel strategies for achieving task goals when aspects of the 95 

performance environment change.  The term ‘degeneracy’ has been used to describe how 96 

structurally different elements of neurobiological systems are able to produce the same output 97 

across variable performance contexts (Edelman & Gally, 2001).  Through inherent processes 98 

of self-organization, degenerate neurobiological systems (e.g. performers in sport) undergo 99 

phase transitions, leading to emergent behaviour patterns that harness affordances offered by 100 

the environment to achieve a desired function or outcome (Davids & Araújo, 2010; Kelso, 101 

1995; Rein, Davids, & Button, 2009).  Therefore, a skilled performer confronted by 102 

fluctuating constraints would be expected to adapt their behaviours to achieve performance 103 

objectives through their perceptual attunement to task specific informational variables (i.e. 104 

haptic information).    105 

Studies of implements with different physical characteristics have often focused on 106 

fundamental behaviours such as lifting and reaching (e.g. Solomon & Turvey, 1988; Turvey, 107 

et al., 1998). However, similar methods have infrequently been applied to the study of 108 

dynamic, multi-articular interceptive actions in sport performance contexts.  Some previous 109 

work has demonstrated the sensitivity of children and adults to haptic information of tennis 110 

rackets with the same mass, but with different inertial characteristics (Beak, Davids, & 111 

Bennett, 2000; Davids, et al., 2002). Six weighted rackets were wielded by children, 112 

inexperienced adults and experienced adults in both visual and non-visual conditions.  Each 113 
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participant ranked their three preferred rackets for hitting a ball to a maximum distance.  114 

Findings revealed that each group showed sensitivity to changes in racket characteristics with 115 

the children favouring rackets with smaller MOI compared with the two adult groups in both 116 

visual and non-visual conditions.  Unfortunately, the study of Beak et al. (2000) did not 117 

actually require participants to hit tennis balls.  Therefore, it is still unknown whether the 118 

perception of controllability of a racket, as affected by the racket’s mass distribution in 119 

relation to the effective point of rotation, was scaled to individual characteristics or was 120 

functional for the performance of a specific action (see Shockley, et al., 2004; Shockley, 121 

Grocki, Carello, & Turvey, 2001).  Hence, it is unclear whether the perceived affordances 122 

and attunement of participants corresponded with functional performance (task) outcomes.   123 

Biomechanical analyses have revealed how the physical properties of implements affect 124 

swing characteristics and velocity in interceptive sports actions such as hitting in baseball and 125 

softball (e.g. Cross & Bower, 2006).  Bat swing speeds were found to decrease when the 126 

mass and MOI of modified bats and weighted rods (simulating bats) were increased (Koenig, 127 

Mitchell, Hannigan, & Clutter, 2004).  Swing patterning was also found to vary when using 128 

bats of different mass and MOI characteristics as part of a baseball warm up, revealing again 129 

that the bats with the greatest mass and MOI produced slower swing speeds (Southard & 130 

Groomer, 2003).  Furthermore, baseball and softball bat MOI has been found to be more 131 

influential than bat mass for changing swing characteristics as evidenced by linear 132 

correlations between swing velocity and both bat mass and MOI (Fleisig, Zheng, Stodden, & 133 

Andrews, 2002).  These findings exemplify how the mass and MOI of baseball/softball bats 134 

together influence swing characteristics during interceptive hitting tasks.     135 

Overview of cricket batting 136 
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Cricket batting is a sport performance context which involves the interception of a moving 137 

ball with a hand-held implement (a cricket bat – see Figure 1). Such actions are worthy of 138 

study because they can provide significant insights into the control of human behaviour under 139 

changing task constraints (Davids, Renshaw, & Glazier, 2005).  Bats are used as an 140 

implement to intercept a ball delivered by bowlers at varying speeds, bounce points and a 141 

range of flight characteristics (e.g. spin, swing).  Depending on the type of delivery bowled at 142 

the batter, a bat may be swung in highly specific ways to perform particular strokes when 143 

defending the stumps from the ball (e.g. back foot and front foot defence), or to attack the 144 

delivery with the intention of scoring runs (e.g. drives, pulls and hooks). It is important to 145 

note that, when performing specific cricket strokes, the bat needs to be swung in specific 146 

displacement trajectories, differing in planes of motion.  For example, the front-foot drive 147 

involves a bat swing in the sagittal plane, whereas the pull shot typically involves the bat 148 

being swung in the horizontal (transverse) plane on the back-foot.  Preferences for bat 149 

selection are individualised depending on individual constraints such as playing style (e.g., 150 

aggressive or conservative), body proportions and muscular strength.  Bats may vary in size, 151 

mass, profile/shape all of which may affect the perceived heaviness and suitability for each 152 

individual (Shockley, et al., 2004). Hence, haptic information plays a significant role in 153 

attempting to select a bat which affords opportunities to effectively perform cricket shots 154 

such as front foot straight drives.     155 

The front foot straight drive was selected as the action component in this study of dynamic 156 

touch in cricket batting because it is an extension of the most common stroke in cricket, the 157 

front foot defence (Pinder, Davids, Renshaw, & Araújo, 2011; Stretch, Buys, Du Toit, & 158 

Viljoen, 1998). For this reason it has been extensively studied in previous research and is also 159 

suitably planar to allow for two-dimensional (2D) kinematic analyses of performance 160 

(Stretch, et al., 1998).  Typically, the front foot drive is used to hit the ball along the ground 161 
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to minimise the chance of it being caught by a fielder, although the ball can also be lofted 162 

with this stroke (Woolmer, Noakes, & Moffett, 2008).  Measures such as bat velocity, step 163 

length and body segment angles have all provided insights into how cricket bat-ball 164 

interceptive actions are coordinated and have been used to compare successful and 165 

unsuccessful performance of shots (Stretch, Bartlett, & Davids, 2000; Stretch, et al., 1998; 166 

Woolmer, et al., 2008). 167 

Aims and objectives 168 

Our first objective in this study was to establish whether preferences, based on haptic 169 

perception of the mechanical properties of cricket bats for performing a front-foot forward 170 

drive, were evident in a sample of skilled youth participants.  The second objective was to 171 

investigate whether bats of different physical properties actually constrained movement 172 

kinematics of the same participants when performing the front foot straight drive shot in 173 

cricket.  Consideration of both aims allowed us to answer two key questions: Were skilled 174 

participants attuned to the properties of cricket bats allowing them to perceive the 175 

functionality of bats for performing a specific stroke in cricket, in the form of haptic 176 

information detected through wielding? And, how did the same participants utilise different 177 

bats for performing a front foot straight drive with the intention to straight drive a ball to a 178 

maximum distance?  Based on some previous work, it was hypothesised that participants 179 

would show individualised preferences when wielding some, or all of the bats, similar to 180 

previous observations in the sport of tennis where rackets with identical mass, but smaller 181 

MOI were preferred by young children, while rackets with a greater MOI were preferred by 182 

adults (Beak, et al., 2000; Davids, et al., 2002). Based on movement system degeneracy, it 183 

was also expected that varied kinematic patterns would be observed when comparing front 184 

foot straight drive performance for bats with comparatively small and large mass and MOI 185 

values.  Specifically, bats with a greater mass and MOI were expected to return slower swing 186 
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velocities.   Subsequently, it was anticipated that if a bat was most preferred by a participant 187 

during the task of wielding for the purposes of selecting an implement to perform a front foot 188 

drive, this selection preference would be confirmed through associated kinematic measure(s) 189 

observed during actual performance of that particular cricket stroke.  190 

  191 
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Methods 192 

Participants 193 

Eleven male (age = 16.6 ± 0.3 years) participants (9 right-handed, 2 left-handed)  from a local 194 

school cricket development programme provided informed written consent to participate in 195 

the study after ethical clearance was obtained through a university ethics committee. 196 

Participants reported competitive playing experience of 7.5 ± 0.5 years and were deemed to 197 

be skilled, at the control stage of Newell’s (1985) model of motor learning, by two level 3 198 

cricket coaches and motor learning specialists.  Participants at the control stage of learning 199 

were preferred over novices as they had a functional understanding of the task requirements 200 

and previous experience in selecting suitable bats (Weast, et al., 2011).  All participants were 201 

familiar with the testing facility and equipment through their participation in the school’s 202 

cricket development programme.  203 

Set up/apparatus 204 

A small men’s cricket bat (Gabba sporting products, Brisbane), 83.5 cm in length, maximum 205 

blade width of 10.8 cm and mass of 1.05 kg was selected as the base test bat due to its 206 

relatively low mass and generic characteristics.  To manipulate the bat’s mass and inertial 207 

properties (simulating bats of different characteristics), flat weights in the form of coins 208 

(0.064 kg) were attached to the back of the bat,  comparable to the 0.05 kg external weights 209 

added by Beak et al. (2000) and Davids et al. (2002) in tennis.  Through pilot work, single 210 

weights were deemed insufficient to clearly distinguish between bats. Therefore, pairs of 211 

weights (total of 0.128 kg) were attached either side of the spine of the bat.  Figure 1 details 212 

the position of the weights for the six bat configurations, which included two lighter, 213 

balanced bats (1, 2), two ‘top heavy’ bats (3a, 3b) and two ‘bottom heavy’ bats (4a, 4b).  The 214 

selected bat mass configurations represented a range of bat types commonly used in cricket 215 
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batting performance by the youth participants in this study.  Participants were naive to the 216 

specific aims of the experiment and did not reveal any awareness of bat differences based on 217 

positioning of the weights. 218 

To determine the MOI of the different bat configurations the time taken for each bat to 219 

complete a single pendulum motion was measured (average from ten trials) with the bat 220 

suspended from a pivot point six inches (15.2 cm) from the end of the handle (ASTM 221 

standard) (Fleisig, et al., 2002).   The equation below was then used to identify the MOI (I) 222 

where; T = pendulum swing time (s), m = bat mass (kg), g = acceleration due to gravity (m·s
-

223 

1
), d = distance from balance point to pivot point.  Bat characteristics are listed in Figure 1. 224 

I = T
2
mgd / 4π

2 
225 

Insert Figure 1 about here 226 

Wielding Task 227 

The wielding task required participants to wear their own batting gloves and a blindfold 228 

before being handed the six bat configurations in random order.  Participants were asked to 229 

identify their three most favoured bats perceived to be most functional for performing a front 230 

foot straight drive with the intention of striking a cricket ball to a maximum distance.  Each 231 

bat was placed in the bottom hand of each participant by a research team member before 232 

being wielded/swung (by the handle only) in any manner with either, or both hands for as 233 

long as needed.  Once all bats had been wielded, each participant had the option to wield any 234 

of the bats again, before being asked to list their three preferred bat numbers in descending 235 

order.  No balls were hit during this perceptual judgement task. 236 

Hitting Task 237 
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The hitting task required participants to front foot straight drive balls (‘Oz’ machine balls) 238 

projected (release height 0.85 m) from a projection machine (Winters Solutions ‘Devon 239 

Trainer’, Highfields, Queensland) positioned 17 m from the participant’s stumps, or 240 

approximately 15.5 m from the participant.  Positioning of the ball machine was determined 241 

through pilot work to allow for a slow projection speed (11.3 ± 0.4 m·s
-1

 ~ 40 km·h
-1

) while 242 

maintaining conventional ball flight and bounce characteristics (i.e. no excessive loop or 243 

bounce) to land the ball in a position suitable for a front foot straight drive.  The ball machine 244 

was used to control and standardise the ball delivery characteristics, with a slow speed chosen 245 

to negate the importance of pre-release information available from a bowler’s actions (Pinder, 246 

Renshaw, & Davids, 2009; Renshaw, Oldham, Davids, & Golds, 2007).  All participants had 247 

experience of practising against the ball machine and were required to wear full protective 248 

equipment.  Contrasting markers were placed on the: helmet (temple), knees (approximate 249 

rotation point on the pad), feet (proximal phalanx of the hallux) and bat (outside edge of the 250 

toe/end).  To capture the displacement of these selected points during performance a Sony 251 

(HVR-V1P) video camera (100hz, 1/300 shutter speed) was positioned 8m from the 252 

participant, orientated perpendicular to the action (side on). Participants were presented with 253 

the six bats in random order (different to the wielding task) and were required to perform 254 

front foot straight drives attempting to achieve maximum hitting distance.  No specific 255 

instructions were given regarding how to perform the front foot straight drive or whether the 256 

ball should be hit along the ground or in the air.  Three trials with each bat, which were 257 

deemed to exhibit a high quality of bat-ball contact (i.e. hitting the centre of the bat face), 258 

were recorded for analysis. Quality of interceptive contact was determined live by an 259 

Australian level 3 coach operating the ball machine and later confirmed through video 260 

analysis (see Müller & Abernethy, 2008).      261 

Analysis 262 
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Data on bat choice rankings for each participant in the wielding task were collated and 263 

displayed in a frequency plot to display variance in bat choice.  Paired-sample correlation 264 

tests were performed to determine the influence of both mass and MOI, on the frequency of 265 

first choices and total number of choices (first, second and third choices combined) in bats.  266 

The hitting task produced 198 trials that were subsequently digitised using Vicon Motus 267 

software (Vicon Motion Systems, UK).  Following previous research, step length, head-front 268 

knee-foot angle (at contact), head-to-point of contact horizontal distance and bat end point 269 

velocity (contact and maximum) were identified as dependent variables (Stretch, et al., 2000; 270 

Stretch, et al., 1998; Woolmer, et al., 2008).  Data from dependent measures were compared 271 

for each bat configuration using a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 272 

with pairwise comparisons (alpha level < .05).  Bonferroni corrections were used to control 273 

for Type 1 errors and the Huynh-Feldt method employed to correct for violations of the 274 

sphericity assumption in the repeated measures design (Field, 2009).   275 

276 
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Results 277 

Wielding Task 278 

Results from the wielding task (see Figure 2) revealed that, in this sample of participants, bat 279 

1 was the most popular first choice (45.5%), followed by 2 and 4a (18.2%).  Therefore, the 280 

two bats with the smallest MOI and mass values (1 and 2) were most preferred on first choice 281 

by almost two-thirds (63.7%) of the participants. When first, second and third choices were 282 

combined, bat 1 was again the most preferred with 24.2% of total choices.  A significant 283 

negative correlation was found between bat mass and total choices r(4) = .92, p< 0.01.  Mass 284 

with first choice (.79), MOI with first choice (.63), and MOI with total choices (.79) all 285 

returned negative correlations that were not statistically significant. 286 

Insert Figure 2 about here. 287 

Hitting Task 288 

Results from the hitting task are presented in Table 1. In terms of movement kinematics, a 289 

significant difference was observed in step lengths between bat configurations (F(4.3, 138.5) 290 

= 4.14, p < .05).  Pairwise comparisons revealed that step lengths with bat 1 were shorter than 291 

2, and 3a.    The alignment of the head in relation to the bat-ball contact point also returned 292 

statistically significant differences (F(3.7, 116.9) = 7.92, p< .05).  Bat-ball contact points for 293 

all bats were found to occur out in front of the head position. However, pairwise comparisons 294 

revealed that the contact points with bat 1, 2 and 3a were significantly further out in front of 295 

the head position than when using both 3b and 4a. In terms of maximum velocity of stroke 296 

performance, differences were observed between bats (F(3.9, 126.3) = 7.41, p< .05).  Bats 1, 297 

2, 3a and 3b all displayed significantly faster maximum velocities during stroke performance 298 

than 4b.  Bat 1 was also found to have a significantly faster maximum velocity than 4a. Bat 299 
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velocity at point of contact with the ball was significantly constrained by different bat 300 

configurations (F(5, 27) = 3.7, p <.05), with pairwise comparisons revealing that 4b produced 301 

a significantly slower velocity compared with 3a.    All differences were significant at the p 302 

< .05 level.   303 

Insert Table 1 about here 304 

Figure 3 displays exemplar kinematic results for participants 1 and 8 to compare the 305 

strategies or techniques that individual participants used to complete the task with each bat.  306 

During the wielding task participant 1 (left) chose bat 2 as their most preferred bat, and 307 

participant 8 chose bat 1 (right).  These figures exemplify key kinematic findings reported in 308 

Table 1, such as the shorter step lengths (Figure 3a), and higher maximum (3d) and contact 309 

velocities (3e) when using bat 1.  The individualised strategies for performing the hitting task 310 

are evident by observing the variability between these two participants, in particular the head-311 

knee-foot angles in Figure 3b. 312 

Insert Figure 3 about here 313 

 314 

 315 

316 
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Discussion 317 

The aims of the study were twofold.  First, we sought to establish the existence of attunement 318 

in skilled youth cricketers to the affordances offered by bats of varied physical properties in a 319 

blind wielding task.  Second, we aimed to investigate whether the same bats constrained the 320 

emergent kinematics of performing a front foot straight drive shot for each participant.  Our 321 

results revealed that participants did display attunement, in the form of preferences to the 322 

physical properties of bats they perceived most functional for performance of the interceptive 323 

action.  We also observed how the emergent behaviours of the participants varied between 324 

bats through the identification of significant variations in kinematic performance measures.  325 

These findings have implications for understanding the perceptual attunement of skilled 326 

individuals to the haptic information available from hand-held implements as tools for action.  327 

Furthermore participants demonstrated perceptual-motor system degeneracy by displaying 328 

diverse strategies for completing a hitting task when constrained by bats of different physical 329 

characteristics.      330 

Wielding Task 331 

Results for the haptic wielding task revealed varied preferences for bat characteristics in 332 

participants; however, typically, the bats with the smallest mass and MOI (1, 2) were most 333 

preferred, with 63.7% of first choices. Moreover, the two bats (3b, 4b) with the greatest mass 334 

and MOI were least favoured across all choices.  The findings indicate that the majority of 335 

participants perceived that the affordances offered by bats with the smallest mass and MOI 336 

values were most functional for performing a front foot straight drive with the aim of 337 

achieving maximal distance.  Therefore, as also reported in the context of tennis (Beak, et al., 338 

2000; Davids, et al., 2002), our participants who were at the control stage of learning, were 339 

attuned to the physical properties of hand-held ball striking implements.  The perceptual 340 
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attunement of participants was demonstrated by the clear preferences towards the haptic 341 

information offered by bat 1 in particular, which suggests that the affordances offered by this 342 

bat were well suited to the task.  Furthermore, participants were found to discriminate 343 

between bats based on their mass and MOI properties.  A significant negative correlation was 344 

found between bat mass and the total frequency of bat choices.  This finding highlights the 345 

influence of overall bat mass on choices made by the participants. However, data from the 346 

wielding task also suggested that MOI influenced choices.   For example bats 3a and 4a were 347 

the same mass, but differed in MOI characteristics, which may account for the different bat 348 

choice results (see Figure 2).  Alternatively, bats 3b and 4b which also had different MOI 349 

values from the same overall mass, displayed very similar bat choices suggesting that their 350 

shared high mass influenced the choices made (or lack of) in the wielding task.   351 

Hitting Task 352 

Step length 353 

Step length has been documented as a key determinant of balance and the transfer of weight 354 

during performance of a front foot straight drive, therefore influencing the characteristics of 355 

the bat swing (Stretch, et al., 1998). The step lengths reported in this study were found to be 356 

similar to those found for the front foot drive by Stretch et al. (1998), and overall slightly 357 

shorter than values reported by Pinder et al. (2009), possibly as a result of the different task 358 

instructions.  Results from the hitting task in our study revealed that using bats with different 359 

physical properties influenced the length of the step taken by participants.  In particular, step 360 

length values were found to be smallest for trials using bat 1 and statistically different to the 361 

longer step lengths observed when the same participants used 2 and 3a.  These data reveal 362 

how bats with different physical properties constrained the emergence of action in 363 

participants.  Overall the longest step lengths were recorded using bat 2 and 3a, which were 364 
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the two bats with the weights concentrated closest to the handle end.  The longer step lengths 365 

observed with these two bats (and to a lesser extent bats 3b, 4a and 4b) suggested that, in 366 

order to hit the ball a maximum distance using bats with greater mass and MOI, each 367 

participant adopted lengthened preparatory movements and consequently swing durations, in 368 

contrast to fast compact swings with the lighter bat 1.   369 

Contact Point 370 

Contrary to previous observations that the contact point occurred in close alignment to the 371 

position of the head or front foot (Elliott, Baker, & Foster, 1993; Stretch, et al., 1998), in this 372 

study, bat-ball contact points were found to occur well out in front of the position of the head 373 

for all bat configurations (see Table 1 and Figure 3.c).  When participants were using the bats 374 

with the lightest mass (1 and 2), and those with the additional mass concentrated closer to the 375 

handle (2, 3a), more of the swing was completed before contacting the ball.  Figure 3c shows 376 

that the individual performance characteristics of participant 8 (right) slightly contradicted 377 

this finding with bats 4a and 4b displaying similar distances to bat 1.    Bats 3a and 4a, which 378 

shared the same mass but differed in MOI, were found to display significantly different 379 

contact points during the hitting task
1
.  This finding highlights how the MOI of bats can 380 

influence aspects of performance away from the influence of variable mass.  Overall, contact 381 

points for bats 1, 2 and 3a all occurred significantly further in front of the head, which 382 

suggests that the ball was hit earlier in its flight and was more likely to be hit in the air, 383 

compared with both 3b and 4a.  Significant findings for step length and bat velocity results 384 

indicated that these three bat configurations (1, 2 and 3a) in particular, substantially 385 

influenced the performance of the front foot straight drive.  A likely reason for the difference 386 

                                                             
1 The potential influence of Centre of Percussion (COP) (e.g. Carello, et al., 2000) was found to be minimal as 

COP values were comparable for all bats; Bat 1: 0.433 m, Bat 2: 0.434 m, Bat 3a: 0.433 m, Bat 4a: 0.433 m, Bat 

3b: 0.435 m, Bat 4b: 0.434 m.        
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in these results is the instructional constraint in our study to hit the ball with the intention of 387 

achieving maximum distance rather than simply to perform a front foot drive. Therefore, 388 

contrary to most cricket practice methods, participants were not constrained by the need to hit 389 

the ball along the ground.         390 

Bat Velocity 391 

All maximum bat velocity values were found to occur before the point of contact which is in 392 

agreement with previous studies of cricket stroke performance (e.g. Stretch, et al., 1998).  As 393 

hypothesised from the findings of previous studies (e.g. Cross & Bower, 2006; Koenig, et al., 394 

2004; Southard & Groomer, 2003), the bat with the equal highest mass and greatest MOI (4b) 395 

produced the slowest velocity at contact.  The velocity of bat 4b was significantly slower than 396 

3a, but not 3b (highest mean velocity) due to greater variability between individual 397 

participants and trials as evidenced by the standard deviation data (see Table 1).  398 

Nevertheless, these values demonstrated how two bats of equal mass (3b, 4b) can produce 399 

different emergent performance outcomes in a dynamic interceptive action due to varied 400 

MOI, as evidenced in Figure 3e (left).  Maximum bat velocity values also revealed 4b to be 401 

the slowest, followed by the other ‘bottom heavy’ bat, 4a.  Bat 1 produced the fastest 402 

maximum swing velocity, but not the fastest contact velocity. This finding suggests that 403 

participants needed to slow down their swing to achieve high quality bat-ball contact.  404 

Importance of Instruction 405 

The variable techniques for performing a front foot straight drive with each different bat can 406 

be attributed to the generic instructions given to the participants as well as the interaction 407 

between unique personal constraints and the different physical properties of bats.  408 

Participants were left to decide for themselves how to strike the ball using a front foot straight 409 

drive, with no specific instructional constraints on technique or a requirement to hit the ball 410 
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along the ground.  As a result different patterns of behaviour emerged when using bats of 411 

different physical characteristics. However, similar performance outcomes were achieved.  412 

Participants were observed to display system degeneracy, whereby the perceived affordances 413 

of each bat resulted in the emergence of different kinematic patterns and strategies (see 414 

Figure 3) in order to achieve the same performance outcome (Edelman & Gally, 2001; Rein, 415 

et al., 2009).  Furthermore, variations in emergent behaviours during the hitting task revealed 416 

that the skilled youth participants in this study were able to adapt or recalibrate (see Fajen, 417 

Diaz, & Cramer, 2011) their movement patterns in response to the affordances offered by 418 

different bat characteristics, while still achieving the prescribed task objectives.   419 

Implications 420 

A major theoretical implication from this study is that the physical properties of striking 421 

implements like cricket bats affect the perceptual information detected by skilled youth 422 

participants at the control stage of learning to regulate batting actions. Participants were 423 

found to display perceptual attunement to haptic information of bats differing in physical 424 

properties, as evidenced through preferences in bat selection.  These findings are consistent 425 

with those from previous investigations of implement selection in sport interceptive actions 426 

(Beak, et al., 2000; Davids, et al., 2002; Hove, et al., 2006). However, we contributed to 427 

understanding in this area by demonstrating that most skilled participants in this specific 428 

study selected the bats with smaller mass and MOI when swinging a preferred cricket bat, in 429 

relation to the performance of a front foot straight drive.  Additionally, during the hitting task, 430 

we found participants displayed system degeneracy by adopting subtly different emergent 431 

strategies or techniques to fulfil the task when constrained by the affordances offered by each 432 

bat configuration. 433 

Limitations and Future Directions 434 
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An interesting finding was that changing bat characteristics led to re-organisation in the co-435 

ordination of the front foot straight drive.  Future research should examine how manipulating 436 

other bat properties, for example length, handle thickness and centre of percussion, may 437 

influence how participants perceive a bat’s affordances for performing interceptive actions.  438 

Further investigations should also aim to establish whether preferences in bat characteristics 439 

are evident for other cricket shots, particularly horizontal strokes (e.g., pull or hook shot) that 440 

require different movement organisation to swing the bat in fundamentally different planes of 441 

motion.   Therefore future work could identify whether a particular type of cricket stroke is 442 

most functional for assessing the haptic information of bats, as opposed to general swinging 443 

which does not relate to actually hitting a cricket ball.  Additionally, three-dimensional 444 

analysis would provide greater depth of kinematic information about the performance of 445 

cricket shots with different bats. 446 

  447 
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Conclusions 448 

As anticipated, participants were found to display varied preferences and kinematic responses 449 

when performing cricket shots with differently configured bats.  Bats with greater mass and 450 

MOI were found to return slower swing velocities. However, somewhat unexpectedly, the bat 451 

with the smallest mass and MOI produced the shortest step length, along with the fastest 452 

maximum velocity.  The skilled youth participants were observed to show perceptual 453 

attunement to the affordances offered by haptic information of bats with varied physical 454 

properties.  While performing interceptive actions, participants were also found to display 455 

system degeneracy by adopting novel emergent behaviour patterns to strike a ball the furthest 456 

distance when constrained by the different bats.  Overall this investigation exemplifies how 457 

skilled performers are perceptually attuned to haptic information of hand held implements for 458 

the completion of complex interceptive actions. 459 

460 
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Figure 1. Representation of weight positions with corresponding bat characteristics and 587 

measurements for each of the six bat configurations (not to scale).  588 

Bat Weight strip 

position 

 

Mass 

(kg) 

Mass 

(lb/oz) 

Average 

swing time 

(s) 

Balancing 

Point from 

pivot point (m) 

MOI about 

pivot point 

(kg m
2
) 

1 No weights 1.050 2/5.03 1.322 0.389 0.177 

2 7-8 1.178 2/9.55 1.405 0.389 0.199 

3a 7-9 1.242 2/11.81 1.425 0.381 0.205 

4a 1-3 1.242 2/11.81 1.515 0.426 0.229 

3b 5-9 1.370 3/0.32 1.445 0.393 0.234 

4b 1-5 1.370 3/0.32 1.518 0.429 0.255 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Toe Handle 

83.5 cm 

10.8 cm 
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 589 

Figure 2.  Percentages of choices for first, second, third preferred bats and total accumulative 590 

choices in the blindfolded wielding task. 591 
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Table 1.  Hitting task kinematic measures results.  Post-hoc significant differences (p <.05) between bats indicated by matching *.   592 

Bat 1 2 3a 4a 3b 4b 
       

Step Length (m) 0.64 ± .16  
*,**

 

0.71 ± .14  
*
 

0.72 ± .14  
**

 

0.68 ± .17 0.68 ± .16 0.68 ± .14 

Head-knee-front foot angle at contact 

(degrees) 

180 ± 10 180 ± 10 177 ± 11 179 ± 10 178 ± 10 179 ± 12 

Head-contact point, horizontal distance (m) 0.54 ± .17  
*
  

0.53 ± .18  
**

 

0.52 ± .15  
***

  

0.42 ± .12 
*,**,***

 

0.38 ± .13 
*,**,***

 

0.45 ± .10 

Maximum bat velocity (ms
-1

) 11.25 ± 1.28 
*,****

 

10.89 ± 1.53 
**

 

11.03 ± 1.20 
***

 

10.52 ± 1.17 
****

 

10.97 ± 1.32 
*****

 

10.19 ± .86 
*,**,***,*****

 
Bat velocity at contact (ms

-1
) 9.82 ± 1.38

 
9.77 ± 1.92

 
9.97 ± 1.53 

 
* 

9.79 ± 1.4 10.13 ± 1.59
 

9.48 ± 1.01  
* 
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Figure 3.  Exemplar kinematic results for  Participant 1 (left), 1
st
 choice – Bat 2, and 593 

Participant 8 (right), 1
st
 choice – Bat 1; (a) step length, (b) head-knee-foot angle at contact, 594 

(c) head-ball position at contact, (d) maximum bat velocity, (e) bat velocity at contact. 595 
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